We present the concept and first results of a self-learning system for road user trajectory prediction at intersections with connected sensors. Infrastructure installed connected sensors can assist automated vehicles in perceiving the environment in complex urban scenes such as intersections. An intelligent intersection with connected sensors can measure the trajectories of road users using multiple sensor types and store the trajectories. Our approach uses this information to collect a large dataset of pedestrian trajectories. This dataset is again used to train a pedestrian prediction model with Recurrent Neural Networks. This model learns intersection specific pedestrian movement patterns. Through a self-learning process enabled by the measurements of connected sensors, the system continuously improves the prediction during operation while keeping the dataset preferably small. In this paper, we focus on the prediction of pedestrian trajectories, but as the approach is data-driven, the system could also predict other road users such as vehicles or bicyclists if trained with the respective data.
INTRODUCTION
As automated driving and advanced driver assistance systems will play a more and more important role, anticipating the pedestrian's future movements is a valuable task for improving road safety and trajectory planning (Brouwer et al., 2016; Keller and Gavrila, 2014) . Human movement patterns are often uncertain and depend on many individual influencing factors. The movement of pedestrians is highly dynamic and especially urban scenes require an accurate prediction (Schneider and Gavrila, 2013) Due to the different driving directions and diverse road participants, intersections are among the most complex scenarios for automated driving. Thus, it is a challenging task to design a model that is able to forecast future movements of pedestrian at intersections with long time horizons.
For short-time pedestrian predictions, the head orientation and arm movement are highly relevant characteristics, while long-time predictions are rather goal oriented (Rehder and Kloeden, 2015) . Due to their high relative velocity, vehicles typically monitor a pedestrian only for a short time making it hard to interfere the goal of the pedestrian. At an intersection, connected stationary sensors allow long-time observations of the pedestrian movement. Those sensors not just allow a longer observation of a single pedestrian, but also can be used for the generation of datasets with large amounts of historical data. Using this pedestrian historical data, position-dependent movement patterns of this intersection can be learned with machine learning approaches to implicitly model pedestrian goals.
However, the position-dependent movement patterns might change over time or rare situations need to be considered, which are not be sufficiently covered in the learned model. As the infrastructure sensors are permanently monitoring the intersection, new measurement data is permanently created. Our proposed self-learning system is intended to permanently improve the prediction by re-training the models with these new measurements. In this retraining process, the prediction error is considered. The error of every prediction can easily be calculated by comparing the prediction with the measurement after the prediction time. With this continuous retraining process, rare situations can be incorporated and the prediction can adapt to changes at the intersection.
RELATED WORK
Our system builds upon a structure of locally connected sensors together with a computing unit. Thus, a short overview on the use of infrastructure sensors is given first. The data collected by the infrastructure sensors is processed with machine learning algorithms for temporal data. This leads to the current state of research on recurrent neural networks with focus on sequence prediction. Although the data-driven method makes it exchangeable to any other type of road users, the current state of pedestrian prediction models is provided. Finally, approaches on continuous learning are presented.
Infrastructure Sensors
Research projects such as Ko-FAS (Wertheimer and others, 2014), I2EASE (I2EASE Consortium, 2016) and the SADA (Consortium of Project SADA) examine the use of infrastructure installed sensors for e.g. cooperative perception. In I2EASE, the information from stationary infrastructure sensors as well as moving sensors carried by any road user are sent via X2X communication to a central intersection computer. The information from all sensors at the intersection are combined to a fused list of road user objects. Project SADA is working on a similar approach to fuse the data from any sensor.
Just recently (The City of San Diego, 09.03.2017) announced the installation of 3200 connected smart sensors in the urban area of San Diego. At least a part of those sensors will be installed at intersections. This shows that networked infrastructure sensors are a real future scenario.
Recurrent Neural Networks
Neural networks have shown to be capable of solving many tasks superior to previous methods. While feed forward neural networks are heavily applied on data without time dependency, recurrent neural networks are good for time dependent data through their possibility to save information from previous steps inside the network. In the early 90s, (Hochreiter, 01.01.1991 ) has shown, that there are issues on longtime dependency information with recurrent neural networks. A few years later, (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) proposed a method called long short term memory (LSTM) extending RNNs for handling longer sequence information.
Learning tasks, which take a sequence of information over time as input with the goal to generate again a sequence of information over time, are called "Sequence to Sequence" learning. LSTMs have shown to successfully solve Sequence-toSequence problems for several problems such as language translation (Sutskever et al.) and handwriting speech recognition (Graves et al., 2013) . (Graves, 2014) used LSTMs for sequence generating tasks with complex long-ranged time dependencies. The LSTMs are trained with handwriting sequences based on tracked pen-tip trajectories. (Graves, 2014) showed, that the trained model can generate handwriting samples or computing the probability distribution of future pen tip locations. This approach was one of the first attempts of training X-Y positional data with a RNN-LSTM inspiring the application of this methodology to different problems and datasets.
Pedestrian Prediction
The prediction of pedestrian movement has been studied for quite some time. Already in the early 90s, first pedestrian models inspired by physical gaskinetics were developed (Helbing, 1990) . One of the first social-forces models was introduced by (Helbing and Molnar, 1995) . This model describes the socialforces similar to energy potentials based on inter alia the distance to other pedestrians with respect to the sphere of privacy and an attraction effect. Helbing et al. demonstrated in computer simulations, that their model describes nonlinear interactions of pedestrians.
Furthermore, a recent publication (Brouwer et al., 2016) introduced four categories of models for pedestrian prediction, providing an overview of existing work:
• Class I: Dynamics based pedestrian model These models are using dynamic information about the pedestrians such as position, velocity and moving direction.
• Class II: Pedestrian model using physiological knowledge These models consider physiological constraints of the pedestrian such as the human's capabilities to accelerate and change moving direction.
• Class III: Pedestrian model using pedestrian head orientation information These models are using head orientation information of the pedestrian, which is being an important indicator, whether a pedestrian will cross the street.
• Class IV: Pedestrian model using environment information These models rather focus on the environmental influence than just information about the pedestrian itself.
However, the pedestrian prediction problem cannot be considered as solved. Many of the pedestrian prediction models since 1990 are handcrafted models. In the last few years, more datadriven models were presented. (Alahi et al.) proposed a data driven model for predicting human movement with a so called "Social-LSTM". In their approach, they considered that the movement of a person in a crowded scenario is usually influenced by its direct neighbours. In contrast to other social models they did not use handcrafted social forces functions, but designed a new end-to-end learning architecture that allows an interaction between spatially proximal sequences through a pooling layer. The pooling layer ensures that a LSTM cell has access to the hidden-states of all other LSTMs in a specific radius and this information is used for the prediction of the next time step. The model is evaluated on publicly available pedestrian tracking datasets showing that their model can anticipate future movements of individuals caused by social interactions among them.
Continuous Learning
Neural networks are commonly trained on fixed datasets. In the machine learning research community, static publicly available datasets are used to compare the performance of different net architectures and to develop new models (Pellegrini et al., 2009; Robicquet et al.) . However, the human brain learns continuously something new, since we live in a permanently changing world (Käding et al.) .
There are some studies on neural nets that are trained with ongoing partially changing or growing datasets. (Xiao et al., 2014 ) considered a convolutional neural network for image classification with an incrementally increasing dataset. In their approach, an algorithm hierarchically expands the convolutional network leading to bigger net capacities.
A study on continuously learning neural nets with incoming data streams was performed by (Käding et al.) . The researchers investigated the impact of training parameters for newly added image data and their corresponding labels. They found out, that the effort of retraining a neural net with new data can be decreased by reducing the number of weight update iterations. Furthermore, (Käding et al.) state that neglecting already known data during retraining leads to overfitting of the new added data. Thus, robust retraining in a continuous fashion should be performed with a fraction of new and old data.
RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
The analysis of related work shows a large potential in the prediction of road users using recurrent neural networks. Furthermore, first planned installations show that an intersection with several connected sensors measuring the positions of road users is a possible future scenario. We assume, that the combination of recent machine learning approaches such as LSTMs together with the on-going measurement of connected stationary sensors, can lead to highly accurate predictions in a local area 
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covered by the sensors. The accuracy can continuously improve through a self-learning process. Thus, we present here our concept for a selflearning trajectory prediction using LSTMs. Our concept is illustrated in Figure 1 . The proposed system can consider any type of sensor, which is measuring the positions of pedestrians. An automated vehicle could provide object lists from typical sensors such as cameras, radars and laserscanners. Pedestrians carrying devices with localization capabilities could provide their position. Infrastructure sensors such as laserscanners and cameras could provide object lists. The information is then sent via cellular X2X or 802.11p X2X to a local intersection computer, which is collecting all sensor data. This data is then fused to one description of the intersection in form of an object list.
For an initial phase, the object lists are collected at the local intersection computer to create a first dataset. This dataset does not need to be based on a consistent sensor setup if an object list is provided with accuracies. This first dataset A is then used to train an initial LSTM model LSTM.A. The model learns to generate a sequence Y with fixed length using the input sequence X with fixed length. As soon as the training is finished, LSTM.A can be applied to predict the future movement from a measured sequence.
As the measurements at the intersection are ongoing, the true trajectory of the pedestrian can be recorded. This data can be used to enlarge the dataset for the training of the LSTM model. However, due to the continuous measurements, the dataset would become exceedingly large if storing all positions permanently. Thus, as soon as the prediction time has passed, the predicted trajectory is compared with the true trajectory giving an error measure for the prediction. If the prediction error exceeds a certain threshold, the trajectory is stored in a second dataset B. After a certain time or size of dataset B, this dataset B is then used for continued training based on LSTM.A creating a LSTM.B model. From this moment on, LSTM.B is applied in the regular prediction of trajectories and the process is repeated as just described.
Finally, our prediction concept considers a fallback on a Kalman Filter. Models learned with machine learning methods can provide very bad results if a new situation is not sufficiently covered in the training dataset and the model does not generalize well on the data. Our proposed system shall detect, whether the new input data is sufficiently covered by the trained model and if not, the prediction of the Kalman Filter is output by the system. 
RESULTS
We implemented a LSTM learning system using the framework Keras (Chollet, 2015) with Theano (AlRfou et al., 2016) backend. For LSTM training, the data is normed to a zero mean and unit variance. As the settings in (Alahi et al.) , we use a trajectory observation time of 3.2 secs and prediction time of 4.8 secs at a sampling rate of 2.5 Hz. At the selected sampling rate of 2.5 Hz, this results in 8 observation points and 12 prediction points. We use the mean displacement error (1) and final displacement error (2) as criteria for the evaluation of the prediction. The mean displacement error calculates the average Euclidean distance between the predicted and measured position over all time steps. The final displacement error calculates the Euclidean distance between the final predicted and measured position. (1)
For first experiments, we created an own dataset with a high-precision pedestrian GNSS positioning device on a research intersection. This dataset consists of 9980 positions with 2.5 Hz measurement rate. The dataset contains the movement of a single The results are compared to a Kalman Filter with constant velocity model. Table 1 shows the results achieved on the GNSS pedestrian dataset. On both measurements, mean displacement error and final displacement error, the LSTM model achieves error rates similar to those in (Alahi et al.) and surpasses the Kalman Filter. However, for the use of machine learning methods, this dataset is quite small and by that not appropriate for investigations on continuous learning. Thus, we created two datasets with simulated pedestrian movements using the traffic simulation software PTV VISSIM. Both datasets are created using the same intersection model with the only difference, that in the second dataset one part of the pedestrian walkway path is changed to a small curve. This shall depict the change of the pedestrian path due to an obstacle.
We evaluated based on mean displacement error for the predicted trajectories depending on the percentage of additional training data from the second dataset. Our results show that with just the initial dataset A, predicted trajectories on a split of dataset B have high errors of more than 1.1 m. Adding five percent of a disjoint split of dataset B already reduces the error significantly to less than 0.1m. Further adding data is still reducing the error but reaches saturation at about 40% of the dataset. This shows, that our method can adapt to changes in the intersection's structure and only a part of the new data is needed for the major error reduction.
CONCLUSIONS
A system for self-learning pedestrian trajectory prediction using LSTMs is introduced and developed. The system relies on continuous measurements of pedestrian's positions at an intersection using connected sensors. The system can learn local pedestrian movement patterns at the intersection. The mean prediction error is continuously reduced by training the LSTMs again with additional data from new measurements. The approach is independent of the used sensor and can be applied to any road user, for which the sensors deliver position measurements over time.
Our results show, that the LSTM prediction model is superior to a constant velocity Kalman Filter for pedestrian prediction even on small datasets. We showed that the prediction model can adapt to changes in the pedestrian walking path using only a small part of the new data. By that, the size of the dataset can be kept rather small although depicting the pedestrian's movement patterns.
However, as we are currently missing a large real dataset, our results still mainly rely on simulated data. Thus, an important focus for future work lies in the creation of real datasets. There are several requirements on the datasets. First, the datasets need to be larger with a duration of several hours. Second, the datasets need to contain information about the pedestrian's dynamic environment and the traffic light status. Third, the dataset must be a measurement from an intersection in real traffic.
For the core prediction model, it is planned to consider the pedestrians' dynamic environment as well as traffic light information as input for the prediction. The self-learning process also needs to be further enhanced with the goal to build up a good compromise between adaptability and stability. Finally, the prediction shall provide an area with presence probability distribution depending on the certainty of the measured trajectory.
